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Vol.3, No.1 and 2, pp127—352, 1981. OCR Output
O N Jarvis, Eur.Appl.Res.Rept. - Nucl.Sci.Technol.
(Crocker et al CLM~P240‘, 1970)
n +’Be —> 2He + 2n + e -1.85 MeV
Neutron Multiplicator
n +’Li ->‘*H€+ T + n — 2.5 MeV
n +1.4 + 118 + T + 4.8 Mev6**
Tritium Breedin
0.25p +°Li —> "H€ + 3H€ + 3.7 MeV
0.8+"B —> 3 '*H,. + 8.7 MeV
@-02262+Li + H€ + H€ + 22.4 Mev‘‘*‘*
0-8+3He -> "HE + p + 18.3 MeV
0.1+ T + "H9 + 21*1 + 11.3
5.0+ T —> `°H€ + n + 17.6 MeV
0.09+D —>’H+p+ 3.75 MeV
0.08+ D —>”H_+ n + 3.1 MeV
max (barns)
Possible for Practical Tcrrestial Thcrmonuclcar Fusion
D + H —>‘Hp+ Y + 5.5 MeV
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Curves 2 and I5 — from the intensity of` the neutron
atoms
Curve I — from the spectrum of the dwarge exchange
Bottom: variation of` ion temperature with time
time.
Top: intensity of neutron emission as a iimction of`
Ion temperature and neutron emission in Tokomak T—3
Lmsec:
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FIG. 2. Muon catalysis in a mixture of deuterium
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FIG. 1. Resonant production of efxsu m0I1<—2cu}le2s.
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and consiani Zeit (r) in similar plasma conditions
from elec1ron 1empera‘1ure profiles,assuming j·< T,
gellered discharges.
DITE; 70 millisec, I :130 kA , BZ-:2T
·of magnetic surfaces.
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confinement times in the Pr·oto—Cleo stellarator (Odlham)
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